S P E C I A L
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S E C T I O N

With the NAC family of companies, we’ll handle your most challenging jobs, reliability assured, every time.
NAC LPT: Logistics, Packaging, and
Technical Services.
In late 2020 NAC International
acquired the assets of a truck, rail, and
marine logistics, packaging, and technical services company and formed NAC
LPT as a wholly owned independent
subsidiary of NAC International.
Through that acquisition, it allows
NAC LPT to offer complete project
lifecycle solutions for hazardous and radioactive waste management services.
Not only does NAC LPT have a
private fleet of over 230 IP-1 Intermodal Containers, 10 IP-1 Lidded Gondola Railcars and 36 articulated bulk
commodity cars, but we also provide
safer, compliant, cost-effective material
management services.

our ability to thoroughly understand
our customers’ needs, and the regulations that govern the work that we
all do. It also hinges upon our access
to the talent and resources of the best
personnel in the industry and developing earnest relationships with our
partners and vendors.
It’s our mission to provide complete project lifecycle solutions to
our customers that sets us apart. You

can count on NAC LPT to coordinate
asset-based logistics, packaging, waste
management, and technical services to
handle your most challenging jobs.
At NAC LPT, we are here to help
your projects remain compliant, mitigate risk, and keep you under budget
and on schedule, reliability assured,
every time.
Visit us at www.naclpt.com for
more information.

COMPLEX PROJECTS DESERVE

We have an unbiased approach to
waste disposal, ensuring that our customers receive the best value for final
disposition of their waste streams.
NAC LPT’s staff consists of global
logistics and packaging specialists,
senior health physics experts, project
managers, and technical personnel
with radioactive materials shipping,
handling, and processing backgrounds,
enabling us to provide value-added
services in addition to waste packaging
and transportation.
We offer characterization, on-site
health physics support, large component volume reduction plans, waste
processing and minimization plans,
material packaging solutions, transload
operations, and project management
support.
Combined with the expertise of
NAC International and their new OPTIMUS cask systems, NAC LPT is able to
provide both Type A and Type B packaging solutions and technical support in
addition to our own packaging, transportation, and logistics offerings.
The NAC family of companies
continues to develop our capabilities
and service offerings for the industry.
As a whole, our commitment to you is
to provide smarter, safer, innovative
solutions.
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NAC LPT: INTELLIGENT TURNKEY SERVICE
NAC LPT delivers smarter, safer, innovative solutions to complex projects.
Count on NAC LPT’s team to provide cost-saving asset-based logistics,
packaging, waste management, and technical services. NAC LPT provides
seamless project solutions that mitigate risk and keep you on schedule
and under budget. We’ll handle your most challenging jobs, every time.

CONTACT US:

Michael Brisbin Miller, Director of Business Development
T: +1 (888) 484 4031 Ext. 106 | mmiller@naclpt.com | naclpt.com
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